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Status
☑ Closed

Subject
Strikethrough syntax, and avoid collision --strike-- -- no strike--

Version
3.x
4.x

Category
- Feature request
- Dogfood on a *.tiki.org site
- Regression
- Conflict of two features (each works well independently)

Feature
Wiki Syntax (text area, parser, external wiki, etc)
Edit interface (UI)

Resolution status
Fixed

Submitted by
Marc Laporte

Volunteered to solve
Louis-Philippe Huberdeau

Lastmod by
Marc Laporte

Rating
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0)

Description

current strikethrough syntax
{TAG(tag=>strike)}texte{TAG}

Suggested one for us:
strike

As suggested in wikicreole:
http://www.wikicreole.org/wiki/Strike
All wiki engines:
http://www.wikimatrix.org/syntax.php?i=27

This is very useful when using wiki pages for project management

Solution
Done in tw3.0 trunk

But the current fix has quite a few collisions. People use double hyphens to highlight things in a long sentence. But they use spaces.

Another collision when using — for arrows

So we could do:

--strike--

-- no strike --

Importance
7

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk
Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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Comments

lucia sh d' being ♂ 01 Aug 08 17:04 GMT-0000

Use del tag instead!

{TAG(tag=>del)}text{TAG}

Mike 02 Aug 08 05:43 GMT-0000
del tag doesn't seem as intuitive as a strike tag...doubt I'd think to search for delete or del or something when looking for something to strike out a word.

+1 for strike tag +1 for strike

Xavier de Pedro 19 Aug 08 18:38 GMT-0000
good idea, specially if this is adopted by Wiki Creole

Marc Laporte 09 Sep 09 14:30 GMT-0000
I am re-opening this issue and I suggest some changes.

It often happens that people put two consecutive hyphens (--) after and before some text that want to highlight.

strike
-- no strike --
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